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Expensive Decisions now consider Climate Change

Overselling todayOverselling today ’’s modelss models
can hurt tomorrcan hurt tomorr owow ’’s science.s science.
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Climate 1959 was not an average!

The critical question is whether or not modelThe critical question is whether or not model--

PDFsPDFs are fit for purpose: are they decision are fit for purpose: are they decision 

support relevant?support relevant?

PDFsPDFs of averages per se are of averages per se are notnot..

How might we decide if high resolution How might we decide if high resolution 

modelmodel--PDFsPDFs might be?might be?

Reproducing the “statistical collective of 
weather conditions” would be sufficient.

That implies Φ-shadowing

LA Smith (2000) 'Disentangling Uncertainty and Error: On the Predictability of Nonlinear 
Systems' in Nonlinear Dynamics and Statistics, ed. Alistair I. Mees, Boston: Birkhauser, 31.

On what space and times scales is real weather On what space and times scales is real weather 

statistically indistinguishable from model statistically indistinguishable from model 

output? Decisionoutput? Decision--support indistinguishable?support indistinguishable?

http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/cats/publications.htm
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http://www.ukcip.org.uk/
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Scientific Uncertainty in GMT >> model rangeScientific Uncertainty in GMT >> model range

The grey band The grey band 
represents traditional represents traditional 
observational observational 
uncertainty.uncertainty.

Diversity NOT Uncertainty! Diversity NOT Uncertainty! 
These distributions do not respect These distributions do not respect 
the law of large numbers!the law of large numbers!

The grey bands on the The grey bands on the 
far right far right ““ the likely the likely 
range.range.””

The coloured bands The coloured bands 
represent the widths of represent the widths of 
multimulti --model ensembles.model ensembles.

IPPC holds model range too narrow even in GMT!IPPC holds model range too narrow even in GMT!
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Obs

How big are systematic errors in global temp 
for the IPCC AR4 models?
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As we refocus from climateAs we refocus from climate--past to the climatepast to the climate--future, future, 
how do we cope with such systematic errors, even as how do we cope with such systematic errors, even as 
we work to reduce them? we work to reduce them? 

Obs

AR4 Simulations without 1900-1950 anomaly adjustment
Moving to anomaly space requires 
kissing the “Laws of Physics” goodbye.

Anomalies may be fine for mitigation.
They are a nonsense for adaptation.

(and the laws of physics.)
(and biology.)

(Ice melts at  zero C, plants die at ….)

Systematic errors are larger than the observed effectSystematic errors are larger than the observed effect
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Model Reality 
(squares)

Much Missing

http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour/link=/earth/climate/cli_models3.html

Models are tools, not Miracles 

“Best available” does not imply “fit for 
purpose”
Including a process does not mean it 
is realistically simulated.

The plural of “simulation” is not 
“information.”

Model diversity can not be translated 
into decision-relevant probability…

…the new spurious accuracy.

The significant value of Geophysical 
models may be ignored if oversold.
But how do we communicate 
uncertainty? And deep uncertainty?

Climate 
Model 

Schematic

HadCM3 missing 
elevation

2min x 2min obs –
HadCM3
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Target
Lead-time

day

Spatial
Scales

Temporal
Average
Scale

metres

km

1000km

Model Relevance in Quantitative Decision Support

weeks

years

hours          weeks               years                decades             centuries 

The decision relevance of model-based PDFs will 
depend on the realism of model simulations in 
space, time and lead-time, and of course, the 
relevant aspects of the question in question.

ModelModel--basedbased--PDFsPDFs are incomplete without an are incomplete without an 

estimate for estimate for Prob(BigProb(Big Surprise), as a Surprise), as a funcitonfunciton

of lead time, for the relevant space and time of lead time, for the relevant space and time 

scales.scales.
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Very schematic Very schematic schematicschematic of of Prob(BigProb(Big Surprise) Surprise) ““surfacesurface””..

Where in spaceWhere in space--time time 

might GCM output add might GCM output add 

value to statistical value to statistical 

models & scientific models & scientific 

reflection?reflection?
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We will damage the credibility of We will damage the credibility of 

science if we fail  to communicate science if we fail  to communicate 

these wellthese well--known weaknesses clearly.known weaknesses clearly.
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At what lead times do 
inadequacies in downstream 
flow (or precipitation) result in 
feedbacks with beyond local 
impacts?

One-way coupled regional 
models  cannot account for 
missing physics or inactive 
feedbacks. 

Missing mountain ridges:
And long term feedbacks 
(bio-feed backs, albedo, …)
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AR4 models given SSTs miss things as small as: The 1930’s Dust bowl 

Decision makers should expect “Big Surprises” when using  model-PDFs

to anticipate future events similar to those our models do not capture 

well in the past.

If we misplace a decade long drought, can we claim P(Big Surprise) is 
small for the 2080’s hottest day of the year in OX1 1DW?
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Arguably, we they must be:

Robust, 
Representative 
and Relevant

When might Model-based PDFs be of value?

(My goal here is similar to (My goal here is similar to 

R. CoxR. Cox’’s s ““Stable Stable probabilyprobabily”” (AJP, 1946))(AJP, 1946))
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Robust, Representative and Relevant
Robust: not fragile, meteo PDFs are not expected to change substantially 
(a) as models undergo incremental development or (b) under slight 
changes in the analysis or (c) given the evidence suppressed. “Cox-Stable”

Representative: each meteo driver known to play a significant role in the 
question of interest is thought to be adequately represented (realistically 
simulated) to the extent that each simulation is fit to inform this question.

Relevant: in a form that users can use/exploit for the decision of interest 
using tools they like, spatial and temporal resolution and so on.

This is an ordered list:
First relax relevant, as other useful questions might be answered. 
Impact PDFs are only decision-relevant if robust and representative.

Next relax representative: a set of simpler questions might still be 
addressed, given only a subset of the meteo drivers, as long as PDFs of 
those meteo phenomena were robust.

Without Robust, arguably the model-PDF is not a subjective PDF for the 
phenomena at all. (Recall Manabe and Wetherall, 1975)
(doesn’t someone have to believe it for it a Bayesian to count it as a PDF?) 

Where E = (EC U ES)
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It is irrational to base decisions on a model-based PDF when known model 
inadequacy dominates the model-PDF (“blocking”)! 

(Or for the Bayesians in the room: my subjective PDF is not constrained by any 
model-PDF when I know (aka believe) that the model is likely to be mis-informative!)

Diversity of My Models need not reflect Uncertainty in My Future

If I want a decision-relevant PDF I have to return to the Science

Sit and think    <-------------->         Simulate and Count

GOL_PIP_launch_localities.pdf

A climate scientist can easily know 
that the probability of the real world 
falling above the 90% line of the 
UKCP PDF can be much much
greater than 10%. Say > 50%

Traders in CAT bonds are already 
considering how this “information 
arbitrage” might be an opportunity…

What is the chance of falling above the 90% line of model-PDFs?

20%     30%    50%20%     30%    50%

X  X  X  X  XX  X  X  X  X
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Background Reading:Background Reading:
LA Smith(2002) LA Smith(2002) What might we learn from climate forecasts?What might we learn from climate forecasts? P. Nat. Acad. P. Nat. Acad. SciSci (99)(99)
LA Smith (2003) LA Smith (2003) Predictability Past Predictability PresentPredictability Past Predictability Present. . Predictability and  Predictability and  

Weather ForecastingWeather Forecasting (ed. Tim Palmer, CUP).(ed. Tim Palmer, CUP).
LA Smith (2000)  LA Smith (2000)  Disentangling Uncertainty and ErrorDisentangling Uncertainty and Error, in Nonlinear Dynamics and , in Nonlinear Dynamics and 

Statistics (ed A.Mees) Statistics (ed A.Mees) BirkhauserBirkhauser..
Stainforth et al (2005) Stainforth et al (2005) Uncertainties in Prediction of Climate responseUncertainties in Prediction of Climate response.  Nature..  Nature.
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LA Smith (2007) LA Smith (2007) A Very Short Introduction to ChaosA Very Short Introduction to Chaos. OUP. OUP

Fitzroy, 1862

www.cccep.ac.uk

July 19,2009

http://img97.imageshack.us/i/penguinpolar7ec.jpg/

http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/cats/publications.htm
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Norway

If important, this leads to nonlocal effects.
(and the effective creation of water!)

Sciences knows more than we can Model

Where does the water go?

Model HeightReal Height

Schematic of Missing Mountain Range
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Before we start using phrases like “Laws of Physics” in 
public, can we:
A) check for internal consistency
B) Find necessary (not sufficient) conditions for this model 
to contain decision relevant information?

Not “how to downscale?” but “whether to downscale?” . 
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A Schematic of a Test For Quantitative Decision Relev ance

� Specify the Decision Question in terms of local environmental phenomena that impact it.   
(“hot dry periods”)

� Determine the larger scale “meteorological” phenomena that impact the local.                               
(“blocking”)

� Identify all relevant drivers (which are known).            

(“mountains”)

Pose necessary ( NEVER SUFFICIENTNEVER SUFFICIENT) conditions for model output to 
quantitatively inform prior subjective science-base d reflection:

� Are local phenomena of today realistically simulated in the model?

(If not: Are relevant larger scale (to allow “prefect prog”)). 

� Are all drivers represented? (to allow “laws-of-physics” “extrapolation”)

� Are these conditions likely to hold given the end-of-run  model-climate?

If one cannot clear these hurdles, the scientific v alue of the rIf one cannot clear these hurdles, the scientific v alue of the r esults does esults does 
not make them of value to decision makers. They can  be a detrimenot make them of value to decision makers. They can  be a detrime nt. nt. 

And claiming they are the And claiming they are the ““ Best Available InformationBest Available Information ””
is both false and misleading.is both false and misleading.

Sit and think   will trump    Simulate and CountSit and think   will trump    Simulate and Count
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GOL_PIP_launch_localities.pdf

The probability of the real 
world falling above the 
90% line of the UKCP PDF 
can be much much
greater than 10%.

The shortcoming of 
climate models are more  
clearly acknowledged in 
the peer reviewed 
literature than in the UKCP 
user guidance. 

What is the chance of falling above the 90% line of UKCP PDFs?

So what about UKCP probabilities?
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Plausible Planets or Implausible Earths?

The kitchen sink approach “includes” everything we can 
think of that might be important.
At best, this yields an implausible Earth, and parameter 
variation samples an empirically vacuous space of 
unphysical, unbiological, uninteresting & irrelevant model 
diversity.     (Unless the model is empirically adequate!)

One alternative is to build plausible planets, while 
omitting any Earth-relevant process for which the model 
cannot provide coherent physical drivers on Earth-like 
scales. (no suggestion of linear superposition intended!)  

Does water vapour come after mountains?
Does vegetation come after water vapour?
Do we avoid the penguin effect? 
(until it is simulated realistically)
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Fitzroy, 1862

Fitzroy, 1862
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One would be exposed to significant losses/costs if distributionOne would be exposed to significant losses/costs if distribution s which are s which are 
not decisionnot decision--support relevant probabilities are interpreted as if they were.support relevant probabilities are interpreted as if they were.

The IPCC itself might say this a bit louder/earlier:The IPCC itself might say this a bit louder/earlier:

Of course, they do not face users breaking ground on Of course, they do not face users breaking ground on powerplantpowerplant in 6 years, which in 6 years, which 
have been badly designed by have been badly designed by overinterpretingoverinterpreting UKCP UKCP PDFsPDFs……

This risk of overconfidence  is well 
known and well founded.


